When James Bradley was bom, 300 years ago, astronomy was by far the most advanced of the sciences, and set standards of both theory and practice which it was felt that natural history, chemistry and medicine should somehow emulate. Bradley, moreover, was bom into the immediate post-Newtonian generation of the science, when astronomers were working out the consequences of the inverse-square law to investigate the orbits of the Moon and comets, determine the precise shape of the globe, and measure its mass. Principia, after all, contained several manifestos about how physics should work, and for more than a century after its publication in 1687, scientists were devising courses of observations that were intended to detect New tonian criteria. Most of James Bradley's professional life was spent in detecting and quantifying motions that were consequences of gravitation.
in addition to intellectual ties, it seems that Bradley and Halley shared similarities of temperament and general constitution, and probably found an easy compatibility.
By the way that Bradley impressed Pound, Halley and Lord Macclesfield, one presumes that he did likewise with Benjamin Hoadly, the Whig Bishop of Hereford, for as soon as Bradley was ordained in 1719, preferment came his way. No tedious curacies or Oxford sub-tutorships were in store for Bradley, for no sooner were the Bishop's ordaining hands off his head than he was presented with the living of Bridstow, near Ross, in Monmouthshire. This was soon to be followed by a Chaplaincy to Dr Hoadly and several other sinecures that made few demands upon his time and which enabled him to spend his emoluments upon astronomy at Wanstead, Oxford and London.6 James Bradley appeared to be all set for a gilded career in the Church by the early 1720s, and in the normal course of events could well have ended up wearing a mitre before he was 45. It must have seemed extraordinary, therefore, when only two years after ordination, he agreed to take up Oxford's Savilian Chair of Astronomy, for this post required the resignation of his clerical appointments.
It is not easy for us today to grasp the magnitude of Bradley's decision to relinquish such powerful ties of clerical patronage in favour of science, for in 1721, astronomy was not a profession, but a scholarly pursuit for men who were either privately well-off or were in receipt of clerical funds. The financial and career prospects open in astronomy were modest, for even the top jobs paid salaries that were intended to be supplemented from other sources. Flamsteed, for instance, when Astronomer Royal, had been obliged to supplement his irregularly paid £100 per annum salary by holding the absentee Rectorship of Burstow, Sussex, a Parish which he visited once a year to collect his tithes. By contrast, a career in the Church could bring in many hundreds or even thousands of pounds per year, not to mention access to the vast patronage machine of state.
The private character of Bradley's scientific research is well exemplified by the two discoveries for which he is best remembered today. In 1725, Samuel Molyneux, a wealthy amateur astronomer of Kew and a friend of the late Dr Pound (who had died in 1724), attempted to repeat Robert Hooke's observations of 1669 which had been aimed at trying to measure a stellar parallax.7 Since Hooke's time, however, the technology of making precision angle-measuring instruments had improved enormously, and Molyneux commissioned the illustrious George Graham, F.R.S., to construct an improved zenith sector of 24 feet focal length. The zenith sector was a long telescope suspended on pivots at its object glass, so that it hung dead in the plane of the meridian. When an observer looked up the tube, he could see the transit of the zenith star yDraconis overhead, free from atmospheric refraction. Both Hooke and Molyneux used zenith sectors to take advantage of this refraction-free stellar image, which was of fundamental importance at a time when altitude refraction tables were still imperfect. If y Draconis displayed a parallax shift over a period of six months which could be measured in arc seconds by the sector s micrometer, then the distance of the star from the Earth (or Sun) could be computed.
Though Molyneux owned the Graham zenith sector, it seems to have been James Bradley who really used it on his visits to Kew. By 1726, Bradley had come to realize that no parallax was discernible, though y Draconis was displaying another and quite unexpected motion. That it was not a parallax Bradley was certain, for its motion was in the wrong direction.8
It is said that the solution to the problem of the new motion came to Bradley when taking a boat trip on the river as he watched how the flag at the mast head, blown by a constant wind, changed its position vis-a-vis the boat, as the craft followed the river's windings. Bradley realized that the analogy of wind direction, flag and moving boat could translate to star light direction, zenith sector and moving Earth. As the Earth moves for one half of the year towards y Draconis, the star's light is displaced in one direction as the rays are 'bunched up', as it were, on each other; and when it moves away from the star's light over the next six months, its image appears to be displaced in the other. Bradley correctly identified this new motion, called a b erra tio n , and evaluated it as 20.25 arc seconds, which accords remarkably well with the accepted modem value of 20.47 arc seconds.9
To complete and refine the original observations made at Kew with M olyneux's sector, Bradley commissioned a more versatile 12-foot sector from George Graham in 1727 which he set up at Wanstead. In addition to observing the zenith, this instrument was capable of being moved from the vertical by several degrees so that it could examine a range of circumpolar stars, including Capella.
By 1732, however, this superbly accurate instrument had revealed another motion which was the nodding, or nutation, of the Earth as it moved in space. While as early as 1732 he suspected that this nutation was caused by the gravitational attraction of the Moon upon the Earth's equatorial bulge, Bradley was not able to demonstrate it conclusively until 1747, after which time the Moon had passed through a complete eighteen-year cycle.11
The joint discoveries of aberration and nutation were in perfect harmony with Newtonian gravitation, and provided cogent observational data that fitted neatly with theory, especially as it pertained to the Earth-M oon system. But these discoveries indicated a new style of astronomy that Bradley was bringing into being and which would have been impossible without instruments of superlative quality made by a distinguished craftsman-scientist, combined with an observer who had a refined concept of precision.
George Graham, and his old master, Thomas Tompion, had transformed precision mechanics in the decades after 1675 by bringing together superior intelligence and the highest levels of handicraft in the fabrication of instruments of research. In this period, moreover, the scientific, and especially the astronomical, instrument had shifted from being a conservative device intended to record the known attributes of nature to a research tool that measured quantities hitherto unknown and which allowed new interpretations. To address these research questions, the scientist needed an instrument-maker who himself fully comprehended the problem that the instrument was being used to solve, and could devise a progressive technology for measuring smaller and more refined angles in the sky. It was this combination of research intellect and manual skill that won Tompion the respect of, and Graham his Fellowship of the Royal Society, as both men, in their respective generations, worked closely with Hooke and Flamsteed, then Halley and Bradley. 12 Bradley and Graham were not only concerned with making and using instruments, but also with monitoring their behaviour over time, to detect and compensate for errors. In July 1742, for instance, upon becoming Astronomer Royal, James Bradley commenced a meticulous examination of the scale divisions of the 8-foot radius quadrant built by Graham for Halley at the Royal Observatory in 1725. From painstaking micrometric measures made against its scale divisions he detected an error of 15% arc seconds, which he attributed to eccentricities in the quadrant centre-peg as a result of wear. Never before had an astronomer examined instruments so rigorously in a thorough-going quest for error elimination. By 1747, however, Bradley had come to realize that the quadrantal arc of the instrument was gradually diminishing over time, though we do not know whether it was Bradley who attributed it to a bi-metallic distortion. But when the Royal Observatory was next re-equipped with a major quadrant in 1749, a quarter of a century after the construc tion of Graham's prototype instrument, Bradley made sure that it was made of brass throughout. This new 8-foot quadrant, by John Bird, was so successful that it remained in daily operation at Greenwich until the retirement of Bradley's successor as Astronomer Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, F.R.S., in 1811. But by this time, its accuracy of ± 1 arc second had long been surpassed by the geometrically superior circles of Jesse Ramsden and Edward Troughton (both of whom were Fellows of the Royal Society). It had been Bradley, however, who had first recognized the crucial fact that an instrument had to be constantly monitored for errors if it was to be capable of detecting delicate celestial m otions. 14 Bradley ' s approach to instrumentation and accuracy also included another feature which he developed into a full system of operation. This was the extensive use of cross-checks both within and between instruments in the Royal Observatory. In the same way that he checked the scale errors of Graham's quadrant by means of a separate micrometer, so he set up particular instruments to perform against each other. Upon completing his nutation work in 1748, he brought his superb 12-foot Graham zenith sector to Greenwich, where he used its dead-hanging and zenith-star measuring properties to cross-check the vertical collimation of the meridian quad rants. He could also use the instrument for measuring zenith clock transits, and compare the zenith sector's 'V ' bearings with those of the simple transit instrument, while both of these instrument corrections in turn could be applied to the large planes of the meridian quadrants. In other words, he used different mechanical principles of measurement to provide a network of cross-checks so that he could root out and account for virtually all errors.15 After 1750, he even began to record barometric pressure and air temperature when making a meridian observation, following upon tj-jg realization that air conditions affect refraction. It was the introduction of all of these innovations (and the recognition of air refraction in particular) which made Bradley's observations the earliest that can be relied upon by modem astronomers, and which won him such praise from Bessel in 1818.
In examining Bradley ' s enduring researches, however, it is all too easy to overlook his great contemporary influence as a university teacher of astronomy. Unlike many eighteenth-century professors, Bradley took his Savilian duties very seriously and was an active promoter of astronomy and experimental physical studies in Oxford between 1721 and 1761. A great deal of contemporary documentation pertaining to his teaching activities survives in the Bodleian and Museum of the History of Science (Old Ashmolean) Libraries, Oxford; from extant class records, he seems to have lectured on average to 57 students per session -a huge audience by eighteenth-cen tury standards.17 These teaching duties, moreover, provide a reason why Bradley may have been willing to forgo church preferment, for he soon came to make a handsome living from his profession.
His Savilian Chair carried a salary of £138 per annum, in addition to which he was entitled to charge the students who attended his lectures on Experimental Philosophy delivered in the Old Ashmolean. The names of some 1100 lecture students survive in the Bradley papers, and these men paid three guineas [£3.15] per head. When one adds up Bradley's professorial salary, student fees and the £30 per annum supplement which he received for his physics lectures after 1749, one sees that he did extremely well.18 Of course, when he became Astronomer Royal in 1742, he still retained his Oxford Chair, and travelled up to the University at stated intervals to deliver his lectures and collect his fees. By 1752, therefore, he had official residences in Greenwich and Oxford, and was making around £650 a year from 19 astronomy, an income larger than that of the Bishop of Oxford. James Bradley's influence as an astronomer, teacher and promoter of science was enormous, and one should not forget that he and Halley between them made Oxford an internationally renowned centre for the physical sciences over the half-century that they both held chairs in the University. Indeed, between 1705 and 1760 they gave Oxford a reputation no less brilliant than that which it had enjoyed in the 1650s from those men who constituted the first Fellowship of the Royal Society.
James Bradley continued to enjoy vigorous health until his late sixties, which no doubt was essential, considering his duties between Greenwich and Oxford. He died after an illness of a few weeks at Chalford, Gloucestershire, on 13 July 1762. 
